Red Oaks – Summer Term 2 Ancient Greece

Weekly Timetable – Red Oaks (Week 1)
W/C
1/6

Maths

Mon This week we are going to

be recapping how to find
the PERIMETER of a shape
and then learning how to
calculate AREA
Today’s lesson is a recap of
basic PERIMETER
MYMATHS
The task set is
INTRODUCING
PERIMETER There is a
tutorial/lesson to work
through before attempting
the task, which explains
clearly. On some of it’s
pages there is a ‘next’
button at the bottom - click
on this before going to the
next page otherwise you
miss parts.

Timetables

English

Spelling

Learn your 4
and 8 times
tables

Pandora’s Box
http://myths.e2bn.org/mythsandlegends/
playstory562-pandoras-box.html
OR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNk-zV2T7bI

Unstressed vowels in
polysyllabic words

Start with 4x
Try this game
http://
www.snappymath
s.com/multdiv/
4xtable/
4xtable.htm

Listen to the Greek Myth, Pandora's Box

definite
desperate
literate
secretary
stationary
dictionary
Wednesday
familiar

OR

Then go to Purple Mash and find ‘Pandora’s Box Your
Opinion’ on you TO DO LIST. What did you like/
dislike about the myth?

EXTENSION: Can you find out the difference
between a myth and a legend?

original
animal
What is an
unstressed vowel?
(See below) Can you
highlight them?
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MYMATHS
The task set is PERIMETER

Try this game
http://
www.snappymath
s.com/multdiv/
4xtable/
4xtable.htm

Today I would like you to think about the things
that came out of Pandora’s Box
TASK 1 list all the things that you can think of that
might have been in the box. Anything that you
wouldn’t like.. misery, fear etc
TASK 2 Next, I would like you to think of THREE
SYNONYMS for each of your word choices
yesterday. For example…

Remember you can use a thesaurus to help you with
this. https://www.thesaurus.com

Make sure you write these down and keep them safe
for tomorrow’s lesson - you will need them

Using the attached
spelling sheet at the
end of the document
can you choose a
word from the
spelling list and
complete each
section?
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Today we are going to use
the national academy site to
recap how to find the
perimeter of different
shape but ALSO put into
practise what we learnt last
term about converting
measures
https://
www.thenational.academy/
online-classroom/year-5/
maths#subjects
CHOOSE LESSON 5

Lets move onto
8x
remember that
it is just
DOUBLE 4 x so
use that to help
you.
e.g. 4 x 3 = 12 so
8 x 3 = 24
http://
www.snappymath
s.com/multdiv/
8xtable/
8xtable.htm

Today I would like you to describe the things that
came out of Pandora’s Box in more detail.
Using the words you came up with yesterday, you
are now going to expand them into descriptive
sentences.
Choose one of you Pandora’s box items and write it
in capital letters. Next to it try to describe it fully
using adjectives, expanded noun phrases, precise
word choices etc.
Here are some examples:
MISERY - a black cloud full of despair
ANGER - a raging tornado cursing the land

Remember you can use a thesaurus to help you with
this.
Download the
PDF COUNTING IN
8’s or go to the
class page for a
copy

The site has other
words (not just those
on your spelling list)
that have unstressed
vowels.
https://
www.spellzone.com/
word_lists/
games-1828.htm
Choose the free
game WORD
SEARCH
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http://
AREA - we will continue
www.snappymath
with area next week but
here is an introduction to it. s.com/multdiv/
8xtable/
MYMATHS
8xtable.htm
The task set is
INTRODUCING AREA

Imagine that Pandora’s Box was actually full of
positive, hopeful things. What would you like to
release into the world instead of all the negative
things?
Can you think of 5 positive things that you would
like to release into the world? To help you with this
you could look for the ANTONYMS (opposite
meaning) of you choices from Tuesday using
https://www.thesaurus.com

The site has other
words (not just those
on your spelling list)
that have unstressed
vowels.
https://
www.spellzone.com/
word_lists/
games-1828.htm
Choose the free
game EGG HUNT

Try this game
today

TASK For each of your five choices write 3
SYNONYMS (similar meaning) For example….
CALMNESS - patience, tranquility, peace
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Arithmetic test
There are 2 arithmetic
tests: Choose one. Most of
you should select Y5.
Y5 Core Test 4
Y4 Core Test 4 (if you want
to build confidence first)
These will be attached to
the class page

Timetable
Test
https://
www.topmarks.co.uk
/maths-games/
daily10

Or ask an adult
to test you

Today you are going to expand on your positive word
choices using descriptive phrases (just like
Wednesday) You have all the tools to be able to do
this now.
Here are some examples:
HOPE - a whirling bubble of faith and promise
LAUGHTER - a cheerful chuckle echoing throughout
the land

Again use a thesaurus to help you think carefully
about word choices.
Can you write your 5 lines out and decorate/
illustrate them as your final piece. If you send them
to me I would like to create a display at school
that fills the room with hope and joy. Thank you.

Spelling Test
Ask an adult to
test you
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TUESDAY (ENGLISH/ART) draw the things that you imagine came out of Pandora’s Box using the Paint Project on your

Purple mash TO DO LIST
GREECE Before we learn about Ancient Greece lets find out where Greece is. Do you already know? Have you or someone you
know visited Greece before? Look at the powerpoint attached to the class page ‘Red Oaks - Where is Greece’ Work through
the powerpoint and complete the activities/questions. I have attached the map to the class page.

ART Make your own National Flag of Greece? You can use any resources you like to do this - get creative!

CONGRATULATIONS to all of you who either achieved 100% of your target (or got close to it) on Accelerated
Reader in Summer Term 1. Super effort this term.
READING Remember to read, mind map and quiz regularly. You will need to complete a new STAR READER test for Summer
Term 2 so that I can set new targets. If you can’t remember what to do just email me.
PE
Lauren: Lesson - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtExe5kLLMA
Lauren: Wake and shake - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cs5iVc4YCEs&feature=youtu.be
Go noodle - https://app.gonoodle.com/
Jo Wicks https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1
Or any other physical activity…you can send me pictures or videos if you like - I love to see that you've been doing at home
(or during daily outdoor exercise)
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ACCESS TO SITES
MY MATHSTo access the school‘s account you will need to log in at www.mymaths.co.uk using the main school login details
School Login: chance
Password: ruler
From there you will need to enter your own personal passwords. Email me and I can forward them to you if you need them.
Purple Mash - https://www.purplemash.com/sch/chacewater
Accelerated reader - https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2234842/Public/RPM/Login/Login.aspx?srcID=s
Times table rock stars (TTRS) - https://play.ttrockstars.com/
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MRS POLLARD’s
SPELLING GROUP
Homophones and near
homophones

MONDAY Use all of your words in a sentence so that you know the meaning
Spelling games/activities for the rest of the week. Go to this site an choose games to play
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-4618.htm

there
their
they’re
here
hear
see
sea
to
too
two

Go to Purple Mash and see you TO DO LIST for an additional Spelling QUIZ
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SPELLING - MONDAY: WHAT IS AN UNSTRESSED VOWEL?
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SPELLING ACTIVITY - TUESDAY
Choose a word, put it in the centre box and then complete each section

Definition

synonyms
(words that are similar in meaning)

2 sentence examples

Draw it
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